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             Our Winter season begins with a very special event:

François Girard, (the director of Siegfried), and Sue 
Elliott, (educator and pre-performance speaker, 
Royal Conservatory of Music), “In Conversation - 
Directing Wagner Operas”.

Siegfried Singers’ Roundtable, with Stefan Vinke, 
Christine Goerke, Alan Held, Wolfgang Ablinger-
Sperrhacke and other members of the Siegfried cast.

Brett Polegato in Conversation; Canadian lyric 
baritone, well known for many roles, including 
Kurwenal.

Barry Millman, a TWS member will present 
Wagner’s Ring by way of the Postcard, featuring his 
postcard collection that goes back to the 1800’s.

   
           
           Monday
      January 18
                8.00 p.m.

                    Friday
      February 12
                         8.00 p.m.

           Monday
            March 7
                        8.00 p.m.

           Monday    
             April 18
                        8.00 p.m.

               Meetings at 
Arts and Letters Club,         
            14 Elm Street

Stephan Bonfield From Gods to Mortals; Exploring Human 
Identity and Memory in Siegfried;

Frances Henry, Richard Rosenman, Pierre Couture News and 
Comments;

Wagner on Stage;

          INSIDE  



          

   

When we first meet the hero Siegfried, it is difficult at 
first  to recognize in him a character we could hardly 
believe we will come to know all too well:  a man-child-
demigod who seeks knowledge of his own past and 
identity from a dwarf who can tell him very little about 
either.  What  little Mime does know he buttresses with 
untruths, such as claiming to be both Siegfried's father 
and mother, in a petulant  and often fitful manner to 
control the young man so as to use him for his own 
sinister purposes to acquire the Ring.  

How do we come to know such a famous character in 
the mythic history of art  music?  We know him because 
Wagner created him to be a perfect reflection of us, or at 
the very least, how we see ourselves.  In other words, 
Siegfried is a direct reflection of humanity's nascent 
state, as Wagner imagined us all to be, still growing, 
developing, and struggling in our naïveté to establish our 
own identity within the human race.  

Like Siegfried, we don't  quite know our own strength, 
nor too much of our origins.  We are a mystery unto 
ourselves, seeking more knowledge about  who we are 
and our origins lost in the mists of time.

When we were very young, one way we would often 
begin to explore our own individual identities would be 
to start  with investigating something of who our parents 
are.  And, quite unlike Siegfried, most  of us are fortunate 
enough to know our parents' identities, and even to 
know a great deal of our own genealogy.  Knowing our 
past  becomes guarantor toward taking our first  steps on 
life's path to knowing ourselves.  

For Siegfried, however, the basic first  step toward taking 
action in the world is hampered by his disconnection 
from the past.  He knows nothing of the events we saw 
in Die Walküre, nothing of his parents Siegmund or 
Sieglinde, nor of his infamous grandfather Wotan, who 
now seeks truth about  the fate of the world as the 
Wanderer.

Wagner presents Siegfried's lack of knowledge about his 
own identity in revealing, metaphorical fashion.  The 
hero, for all his strength and eventual indomitability in 
battle, still remains a mystery to himself, something like 
how the human race discourses with its own obscured 
past.  Humanity is symbolized in the personage of 
Siegfried, emerging psychologically in a developing 

Stephan Bonfield  From Gods to Mortals; Exploring Human Identity 
and Memory in Siegfried

Aubrey Beardsley Siegfried

Caricature by Bruno Paul of Heinrich Knote (1870-1953) in the role of 
Siegfried
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adolescence, fresh and new in the primeval world, which 
Wagner describes in darkest  primordial woodwind hues 
as the curtain rises on an overgrown, forested cave.

Wagner liked to say that his earliest  understanding of 
Siegfried, both the hero and the opera, could be seen in 
"each throbbing of his pulses, each effort  of his muscles 
as he moved," and that  he "saw the archetype of a man 
himself."  Here was Wagner's symbolic reading of the 
emergence of human consciousness.  And in a time of 
great  political upheaval, when Germany at  that time was 
struggling to life as a new and unified national identity, 
so likewise the composer began to see humanity itself, 
birthing out  from the cosmic undergrowth into a new 
thicket of life. 

But  Siegfried also stands as a representation of humanity 
birthed into fledgling consciousness, emerging from a 
deeper, unknown primordial past  long ago forgotten.  In 
this pivotal music drama, Wagner means for us to ask 
how we understand consciousness of ourselves through 
identity and memory, and how did it come about  that we 
could recognize such qualities, if indeed we have, in our 
own humanity?

Siegfried is descended from the gods themselves, but 
does not know of it.  Even when told something of his 
past  by Brūnnhilde at the end of the opera, he seems to 
lack the fundamental curiosity to explore this cosmic 
relationship.  Siegfried seems to have lost his way in 
understanding his own lineage, a vital piece of 
information, one might think, to establishing a secure 
relationship with the past, one's own present identity, 
and a future path to responsible action.  

Wagner appears to be making the interesting but 
astonishing assertion that  somewhere along the way, we 
too forgot, or worse, became oblivious to the notion that 
we, like Siegfried, were descended from some 
transcendent, creative force.  We don't descend from 
gods, but  in our mythopoetic understanding of our 
origins, we can say that  we too come from a kind of 
forge of eternal fire.  However, much like Siegfried, who 
cannot even recognize his own grandfather, Wotan, king 
of the Norse pantheon, we also seem to reside in a 
collective amnesia, cut off from our past  origins, and 
still seeking clues as to our present identity as human 
beings.  

When Wotan confronts his grandson, to ask in effect if 
he knows who he is, Siegfried impertinently answers 
that he doesn't much care, and essentially tells the Ruler 
of the Gods to stop speaking in useless riddles and to get 
out of his way.  

Much has been written about this moment as a definitive 
instance representing colossal human ignorance:  the 
gods are overthrown by humanity's imperturbable need 
to move forward, and effectively, away from its past, 
guaranteeing its own inevitable destruction (in the next 
music drama Götterdämmerung) via separation from, 
and ignorance of, its own past.   When we lose memory 
of our past, we lose our identity simultaneously.  We 
ensure our own fall into ignorance and destruction, just 
as surely Siegfried does too, when his naïveté tragically 
betrays him in Götterdämmerung and he is treacherously 
slain.

But  herein lies the point.  Identity and memory are, in so 
many ways, much the same concepts that  must conjoin 
on the path to conscious awareness, whether 
individually or collectively in civilization.  
     
Siegfried is an opera about the fiery forging not only of 
sword but  of a new identity, both personal and tribal.  
Our identity is who we are, not only as members of a 
society, but in how we belong to ourselves.  But more 
essential than that, Siegfried is a kind of creation myth, a 
poetic epic narrative about the emergence of the human 
identity that is at once naïve and fearless, but  also 
completely unaware of what  identity is all about.  Our 
journey with Siegfried is both as an individual as well as 
a collective journey toward a maturation of identity, 
even if that maturation, by the end of the music drama, 
only takes us as far as falling in love.  

However, as is always the case in epic narratives, there 
is a tragic force of some kind working to block every 
hero, and in the Ring Cycle, it  is of course, the curse of 
the Ring itself.  The Ring is cursed so that whoever 
touches it loses life, and memory of what made one 
content before grasping for "measureless power" (to 
quote Wotan in his wondrous recitation in Act  II of Die 
Walküre). The Ring is a curse of power to forget our 
own connection to a more powerful idyllic happiness, as 
represented by the Rhine Maidens.

And the cost is too high to be discounted.  In Wagner's 
Ring, loss of Memory of one's identity leads inevitably 
to betrayal.  Again and again in Wagner, a lack of firm 
identity ensconces frequently in naïveté and that  in turn 
leads to loss of life and destruction, not only for 
Siegfried, but other characters in Wagner's music 
dramas, such as Tristan, and perhaps one might even 
state the case for Amfortas as well in the music drama 
Parsifal.

What  is the antidote to the attractive Will to Power, so 
enticingly offered by the Ring?
In Wagner, the answer is a counter-active redemptive 
force, or in the case of Brūnnhilde, an awakening to 
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Reason, something we must wait to see at the end of 
Götterdämmerung. 

At first, we might  be tempted to think that it  is love that 
saves Siegfried, and Brūnnhilde too.  After all, for 
Wagner, love was central to conquering the fear of 
death.  As he said, "we must learn to die, and to die in 
the fullest sense of the word; fear of the end is the 
source of all lovelessness, and this fear is generated only 
when love itself is already beginning to wane."

And, amid all of this, lies the curious but attractive 
notion of Siegfried wishing to know fear, a desire 
completed only when he meets Brūnnhilde and falls in 
love with her.  Fear, in its fullest  sense, is the unknown, 
much like the enormous risk we take when we fall in 
love.  Our human identity cannot develop without 
experiencing both love and fear together.  Wagner's 
message to us, through all his characters via their virtues 
and their deep flaws, is that to know fear is to be aware 
of mortality being intrinsic to our identity, and to be 
redeemed from fear and death is to know love's truest 
power.

Siegfried seems to know all of this in one stroke at  the 
end of the opera.  And then, in a brilliant  moment of 
ironic tragedy, forgets it  just as quickly in his ecstatic 
duet with Brūnnhilde toward the close of Act III.  

And Brūnnhilde too is forgetful when she proclaims "I 
am wise but only because I love you."

At first, their love gets off to a rocky start.  Brünnhilde, 
now vulnerable, her helmet  and shield no longer 
protecting her, is sad and helpless -- an outcast  from the 
gods.  When Siegfried advances too far with her, she 
speaks of her dignity and chastity when she left  Valhalla.  
She now feels shame and disgrace because Siegfried cut 
her armour.  She is no longer Brünnhilde.  Her identity 
has changed.  

When Siegfried all but proposes to her, Brünnhilde 
replies, "My reason fails.  Will all my wisdom vanish/
fade? (ironically like that of her mother Erda, whose 
wisdom disappeared, stifled and suppressed by Wotan).  
Dazzled by Siegfried, Brūnnhilde's preternatural 
wisdom, inherited from her Earth goddess mother, loses 
touch with her natural ability to see clearly, through all 
of time.  She loses insight  to her origins, and becomes 
mortal -- naïve, unknowing, and no longer conscious of 
an identity that  she once shared with all the cosmos.  
She becomes, in a word, human.

And that is the ultimate curse that the Ring confers on 
everyone.  In a world where characters such as Wotan 

and Alberich, very much human archetypes who fear the 
end of All, who can be saved from fear and death?  

It  is a treacherous path, but we believe, in this opera that 
curse of the Ring can only be counteracted by love.  Yet, 
why do Brūnnhilde and Siegfried forget all they know 
and learn from each other when they fall in love?  
Because according to Wagner, they experience a failure 
of Reason to understand the origins of their humanity.

Siegfried, for his part "cannot grasp the past" when he 
beholds Brūnnhilde.  When he proclaims that she has 
taught him fear, binding him with the chains of dread, he 
asks her to give him courage again.

When she responds to him ecstatically, he next  replies, 
"You taught me fear and I've forgotten it!" Brūnnhilde 
even seems to forget  her own descent  from divinity 
("Ewig war ich, Ewig bin ich"). And the cycle of 
forgetfulness is complete amid blinding love.  The 
lovers laugh at the fate of the gods and the universe, 
welcoming the destruction of all, without  a care.  
Memory of our most essential features of humanity -- 
our origins, the ability to defeat death through love -- is 
lost  amid the lovers' blazing ecstasy that goes 
untempered by Reason.  (Ah, but  when is love ever 
reasonable?)

In effect, Wagner is telling us that we, like the lovers, 
are now cut  off from ourselves and the Cosmos, i.e., all 
of the most essential features of our being.  What  makes 
us up, as a materiality and a consciousness, has become 
divorced from the origins of those phenomena, such that 
we cannot  recognize, in the distant  seeds of a faded 
memory, our own identity bound up inevitably with the 
eternal.  It  has been proclaimed by nearly every 
philosopher before and since, that  a lack of 
circumspection about the past can lead to reckless, 
destructive action in the future.  Given the events of our 
era, that certainly looms as unavoidably true.   

That is why Siegfried cannot make his journey to 
maturation, whether here, or in the next story of the 
Ring.  Wagner is telling us to be careful, for if we are not 
continually mindful of our origins, identity, and 
consciousness as the human race, we will be unable to 
make our journey to  maturity as a civilization either.
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New directors at the Bayreuth Festival appear to have 
used a mighty broom making sweeping cast  changes for 
the 2016 season.  
Engaged was Christian Thielemann as  Music  Director 
and Eva Pasquier Wagner, one of the co-directors along 
with her half sister Katherina Wagner, came to the end of 
her contract  or was fired, depending on which sources 
one believes.  
Kirill Petrenko, recently selected to replace Sir Simon 
Rattle as head of the prestigious Berlin Philharmonic, 
had announced already over a year ago that  2015 would 
be his last as Ring conductor. All told, there were more 
than two dozen cast changes in the program announced 
for 2016. 

Of greatest interest  perhaps is the appointment  of Marek 
Janowski as the new Ring conductor. Long famous as a 
great  interpreter of the German repertoire, his recent 

recording of the concert  version of the Ring  was released 
in 2012-13.   
Important vocal changes include Petra Lang now to sing 
Isolde, and both leads in the Flying Dutchmen are being 
sung by Peter Rose (Daland) and John Lundgren (the 
Dutchman) who also sings the Walkuere Wotan. 
In Rheingold, Wotan is played by Iain Paterson, Sarah 
Connelly takes over Fricka and Roberto Sacca becomes 
Loge.  Other main changes in Walkuere include 
Christopher Ventris as Siegmund and Jennifer Wilson as 
Sieglinde.  The main change in Siegfried is Thomas J. 
Mayer as the Wanderer and Ana Durlofski as the forest 
bird. No main changes in Goetterdämmerung. 
The new production is Parsifal  conducted by Andris 
Nelsons and directed by Uwe Eric Laufenberg and  
starring Klaus Florian Vogt as Parsifal, Ryan McKinny 
as Amfortas, Georg Zeppenfeld as Gurnemanz, Gerd 
Grochowski as Klingsor and Elena Pankratova as 
Kundry.

News
and
Comments
Frances Henry on Bayreuth
Sweeping Changes at Bayreuth

More on Bayreuth Ticket Sales
   Few years ago the Bayreuth Festival stopped 
allocating tickets to Wagner societies in the light 
of a Federal investigation into its finances and 
ticketing procedures.  Following protests by 
societies, a decrease in ticket sales and in general 
interest in the Bayreuth Festival productions  and 
a new energetic administrative director intent on 
selling tickets, the Festival started online ticketing 
three years ago. After a rocky internet crashing 
start, the system has now stabilized and almost all 
of its available tickets will be sold online 
(www.bayreuther festspiele.de/english) for the 
2016 season.  The magic date is:  Jan. 31, 
beginning at 8 a.m.  (our time).

Another development has recently taken place 
with the resuscitation of the International 
Association of Richard Wagner Societies (RWVI) 
- a group of primarily European societies which 
has recently been re-organized.  It has now been 
mandated by the Bayreuth Festival to allocate 
tickets to all Wagner Societies who are dues 

paying members of the RWVI in proportion to 
their membership.  Details on exact numbers have 
yet to be established. 

Our society has never been a member of this 
Association primarily because we did not see any 
benefits of membership.  Its main function has 
been to supervise students nominated by Wagner 
Societies to go to Bayreuth for a three day 
learning experience. Our Society has been a 
member of the Friends of Bayreuth which entitled 
us to two sets of tickets per year.  We have, 
however, recently  reviewed our  financial position 
and decided that we would cancel our 
membership and furthermore that we would not 
join the RWVI.   The increased availability of 
Bayreuth tickets at their online sale and our 
limited finances determined this decision. 

Members wishing to go to Bayreuth, now or in the 
future, should continue to send in their individual 
ticket applications and, as well, pay attention to 
the online sale.  

http://www.bayreuther
http://www.bayreuther
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Richard Rosenman on the MET and more
The MET celebrates ten years of 
HD opera broadcasts.
   
   Recently, Peter Gelb, Met’s manager, disclosed 
some numbers for the Met HD opera screenings.

According to his words the success of this 
innovation is not limited to North America, the    
seat of the Met, but it extends to other continents. 
The surprising assertion is that two out of three Met 
screening tickets were and are being sold outside of 
the USA.

All this puts down the imitators. Covent Garden, La 
Scala, Munich, Berlin and Vienna, all tried to 
capitalize on Gelb’s success without achieving 
anything close to it. The irony is that Europe with 
its enormous opera audience and generous public 
funding, missing in the US, has not been able to 
surpass and much less equal Met’s success and not 
even come close to it.

On the contrary, Germany and Austria turn out to be 
the second biggest market  for the Met HD movie 
operas.

These disclosures generated some very interesting 
comments among readers. One of them, William 
Osborne, provides an enlightening commentary and 
statistics:
-the USA has “6 to7 genuinely functioning opera 
houses”, which translates to one for every 50 
million people;
-Germany has “83 full time houses” or one for 
every one million;
-”Germany has 96 performances for every  million 
people. but USA only 6”.
-Germany “ranks fourth in the world of opera 
performances per capita, and the US only  39th”. 
Thus Germany has 16 times more performances per 
capita.

These numbers are expected for Germany with its 
historical appreciation of this art  form, generous 
funding and education. It only makes it more 
surprising that they prefer an experience that has to 
be imported.

In the past, some La Scala’s and British offerings 
did occasionally  appear on some Toronto secondary 
screens, but they were not properly  advertised and 
gathered minimal audience.

It is now the tenth anniversary of the Met’s HD 
opera series and to delight of all they will continue, 
ever better, ever more surprising.
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Alex Ross and The Wagner Legacy
Posted by The Wagnerian (www.the-wagnerian.com), under the title “Watch now: Alex Ross  and the 
Wagner Legacy” is a one and a half hour talk by Alex Ross, titled “The Wagner Legacy”, originally 
given within the 2012 New York Festival. The access is now free and definitely worth your while.

Those members who according to the Society’s records are in 
arrears for the 2015/16 season, will find a YELLOW DOT on their 
address label.    Please forward the outstanding fee to the following address:
              ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! TORONTOWAGNER SOCIETY
              ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Richard Horner, Treasurer
              ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 197 Northwood Drive
               ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! Toronto, ON M2M 2K5

http://www.the-wagnerian.com
http://www.the-wagnerian.com
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Pierre Couture on Munich 
Götterdämmerung

 Lance Ryan - SIEGFRIED  taking a bow

Petra Lang - BRUNNHILDE;   Kirill Petrenko - the MAESTRO

Just returned from Munich where I saw my last 
Wagnerian opera of 2015; it is always a treat to 
hear and watch Maestro Petrenko conduct 
Götterdämmerung - the only  Wagner opera he 
conducts in Munich this season, aside from 
Meistersinger's new production in May. Nothing 
is more exciting than hearing this gorgeous mass 
of sound, with all the nuances, filling the entire 
hall with great acoustics. 

I wanted to hear how our Lance Ryan would 
now cope with the Siegfried - he performed 
quite well, and possibly even better than at 
Bayreuth last  year. I was also curious to see 
Markus Eiche singing a beautiful Günther with 
his rich baritone. 

Overall, a great Wagner night at the Staatsoper 
with some laboured high notes from our 
Brünnhilde ( Petra Lang ) - a true dramatic 
mezzo turned soprano - as possibly the weakest 
l ink; but , her performance was quite 
magnificent, nonetheless.

Now, when I asked Lance Ryan whether he had 
been contacted to sing Siegfried in Toronto, he 
said yes and he would have loved to sing here 
but he was already booked to sing in Barcelona 
at that time.  And when I asked him whether he 
had plans to return to Bayreuth, he was definite 
about it: "No, my Bayreuth days are over" !!!

Lance Ryan singing was much more secure, 
stronger, and one never wondered whether he 
would sing the note or not. The timbre sounded 
fresher and also he looked the part very  well. - 
he could actually pass for Brünnhilde’s nephew, 
contrary to Stephen Gould whom I heard in the 
same role and production last March in Munich. 
Interestingly  enough, the tone has darkened and 
yet he has somehow managed to maintain his 
“Jugendlich Heldentenor” heroic sound.Markus Eiche - GUNTHER;  Anna Gabler - GUTRUNE                      

Photos Pierre Couture
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correct to SEPTEMBER 2015. For further information 
check with opera companies via:www.operabase.com

Please renew 
your membership 

for 2015-2016.
Mail to:

TORONTOWAGNER 
SOCIETY

Richard Horner, Treasurer
197 Northwood Drive

North York, On. M2M 2K5

TWS 2015 - 2016

Chair:
Frances Henry:416-203 7555
franceshenry@sympatico.ca

Vice-chair
Barry Hood:     416-484 1493
barryjhood5@gmail.com

Secretary:
Edward Brain:  905-274 4951
wotanbrain@hotmail.com

Treasurer:
Richard Horner:416-2262302
tristundisold@gmail.com

Members:
Jim Warrington 416-932 9659
jwarring@rogers.com
Jacky Finch 416-366 1995
jackyfinch@sympatico.ca
Thomas Burton 416-529 5883
thomas.burton@rogers.com

Editor-Wagner News:
Richard Rosenman:
                        416-924 2483
rosenman@rogers.com

Das Liebesverbot
Madrid;Teatro Real; Feb.19 - 
March 5

Rienzi
Leipzig; Jan.31
Berlin (DO); Feb.26 - March 11

Der Fliegende Holländer
St. Petersburg: Dec.23
Bonn: 25 Dec. - Jan.24
Essen; Jan.9 - March 13
Duisburg; Jan.28 - March 18
Ekaterinburg; Feb.2
Hamburg; Feb.11 - March 1
Zurich; Feb.11 - 28
Brno; Feb.20 - Apr.17
Warszawa; Feb.26 - March 1
Otsu; March 5 - 6
Norfolk, Virginia; Apr.8 - 12
Heidelberg; Apr.9 - 24  NP
Vilnius; Apr.14
Mainz; Apr.16 - 28
Wiesbaden; May 1

Lohengrin
St. Petersburg; Dec.11 - Apr.5
Amsterdam; Dec.18 - 20 CP
Bern; Dec.19 - Jan.31
Dusseldorf; Jan.9 - 30
Kobenhavn; Jan.22 - March 13  
NP
Berlin (DO); Jan.31 - Feb.14
Osnabruck; Mar.19 - Apr.23 NP
Munich; March 20 - 31
Ulm; March 24 - Apr.29 NP

Tannhäuser
Tourcoing; Feb.2 - 4 CP
Aachen; Feb.7 - April 30 NP
Malaga; Feb.27 - 28 CP
Berlin (DO); March 24 - 27
Tallin; March 31 - April 30
Beijing; Apr.6 - 10 NP
London; Apr.26 - 29

Die Meistersinger
San Francisco; Dec.2 - 6
Paris; March 1 - 28 NP
Chemnitz; March 19 - May 1 NP

Das Rheingold
Kiel; Dec.29 - Apr.20
Leeds; Apr.23                         CP
Vienna;Jan.10

Die Walküre
Dresden; Feb.20 - 28
Budapest; March 3 - 20
Kiel; March 12 - Apr.23 NP
Leeds; Apr.30

Siegfried
Palermo; Dec.18 - 29              NP
Toronto; Jan.23 - Feb.14
Houston;Apr.16 - May 1

Götterdämmerung
Nurnberg; Dec.13 - Jan.24
Barcelona; Feb.28 - March 19
Palermo; Jan.28 - Feb.4 NP

Der Ring
Leipzig; Jan.23
St. Petersburg; March 17
Vienna; Jan.13

Tristan und Isolde
Ferrara; Jan.14 - 17
Dortmund; Jan.17 - Apr.17
Baden-Baden; March 19 - 28 NP
Karlsruhe; March 27 - Apr.17 NP
Kaiserlautern; Apr.9 - 30 NP
Passau; Apr.14 - 16             NP
Hamburg; Apr.17 - May 1

Parsifal
Buenos Aires; Dec.4 - 11 NP
Stockholm; Feb.27 - March 28
Poznan; March 11 - 13
Berlin (UdL); March 20 - 28
Wroclaw; March 23
Vienna; March 24 - 30
Chemnitz; March 25 - Apr.24
Koln; March 25 - Apr.17
Leipzig; March 25
Mannheim; March 25

NP  -  new production
CP  -  concert performance
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